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Seldi Reuben Rubakantha <seldi.rubakantha@gmail.com> 11 August 2021 at 23:04
To: Colin Inglis <csinglis@outlook.com>
Cc: Warwick Crest <wc-flag@hotmail.com>, Jack Lee <jack.lee.1902@gmail.com>, Directors
<directors@warwickcrest.org>, Andrew Parton <andrew_parton@icloud.com>, Ben Hall <ha7403@hotmail.co.uk>,
"Blake & Ford @ 10WC" <banqwg@gmail.com>, Brigitte Hill <brigittehill@hotmail.co.uk>, Eno Umotong
<enoumotong@hotmail.com>, Evie Gold <evie_gold@yahoo.co.uk>, George Zhao <george.zhao@i-krave.co.uk>,
"Gregg Collingham @ WC" <greggjc@googlemail.com>, "Hadi @ 67/63WC" <htav71@gmail.com>, "wc@ianbush.co.uk"
<wc@ianbush.co.uk>, ICE - Mark Gilliland <markcheekymonkey@gmail.com>, Bob Sahota <bobsahota@me.com>, Lucy
Forrester <lucyforrester@gmail.com>, Madie Adcock <madieadcock@icloud.com>, "Michelle Vale @ 61/62WC"
<nigelandkids@hotmail.com>, Nadine Plueer <nadine@plueer.ch>, Nicholas Norman <nickcgc@aol.com>, Sahira Noor
<sahiranoor786@hotmail.com>, Sam & Verena Byrne <verenabyrne@gmail.com>, Simon Walden
<s7handicap@gmail.com>, "18666151668@163.com" <18666151668@163.com>, Tony Sartorius re 64WC
<aes@alucast.co.uk>, "chitra.shah301193@gmail.com%20" <chitra.shah301193@gmail.com>,
"jakegolec@hotmail.co.uk" <jakegolec@hotmail.co.uk>, "BRADYTURNERC@parliament.uk"
<BRADYTURNERC@parliament.uk>, Preet <preet.gill.mp@parliament.uk>, Jez Bullock - Warwick Crest
<jezbullock@yahoo.com>, "matt_rendu@hotmail.com" <matt_rendu@hotmail.com>

Dear Colin

Good to hear from you again after the video call with those who took their valuable time to take part in a discussion of
a very important issue threatening to cost £10-15+K per leaseholder, evidently totally unnecessarily, only to be found
that their verbal replies were muted, making meeting a complete waste of time. After this experience, I was beginning
to think that "Cooperation” was missing from your dictionary, but glad to see the word in this email title.

However, something good came out of it, that many leaseholders saw through the intimidation applied to silence the
legitimate questions raised about the flawed EWS assessment and formed FLAG. You were worried about the time
you spent on discussing the issue, if it would be any consolation we spent 10 times more time than that in the middle
of all the family and work commitments. All for what? something, someone in the WCL could have worked out with a
bit of common-sense (I am sure you don’t mind me borrowing the second part of your title)

To give you a “common sense” explanation:

1. Warwick crest is a concrete cladded and brick building, unlike the buildings that were covered with combustible
claddings. Birmingham City Council did a walk around inspection of WC in the middle of 2018 and rendered free of
any dangerous cladding. Please note, the assessments of these nature are carried out by trained personnel who can
only expected to have considered all materials present in the building.

2. There was a fire risk assessment done that found WC free of any dangerous cladding of any concern. The risk
assessment considers all cladding materials their location and AMOUNT to determine their effect on overall fire
spread and hence risk. It found WC free of any risk too. 

3. When, MetroPM advised WCL to commission a FORM B intrusive inspection in Oct 2020, WCL had all the facts at
hand to say hang on a minute this building can not be FORM B that only applies to building with significant part
cladded with combustible material. A quick Google search would have provided all the facts for WCL to find out WC is
a FORM A due to the minor presence of ACL panels.

4. I attach excerpts from a EWS government publication in March 2021 to counter the practice of building owners
jumping on the Grenfell fire tragedy bandwagon to subject all building to EWS survey and generate unnecessary
work. WC is a combination of Case study 1 & 3. except that we have a minor presence of ACM (that WAS NOT
confirmed combustible though). The guide says EWS ASSESSMENT IS NOT NECESSARY for such buildings.
Hence, if become necessary if minor presence of ACM proven combustible though test, then FORM A assessment
owuld be the maximum necessary. If test confirms no combustible material, then no EWS is necessary (Exhibit 1 & 2).

5. It is not difficult for anyone to make this simple judgement, but even after I raised this issue of exaggerated EWS
assessment of WC as B2 back in Feb 2021, WCL ignored the concerns.

6. Now with all the developments and Preet (MP)’s input, we know (not think) WC either does not need EWS or can
be signed off with minimum work costing £k total.



7. In the video call you also promised repeatedly that you would get a report from the Fire Engineer who carried out
EWS intrusive inspection explaining how he categorised Warwick Crest as Form B that requires an intrusive
inspection. The report never materialised leaving us with the only plausible conclusion that there was no evidence to
support exaggerated Form B categorisation that applies to buildings that are substantially covered with flammable
claddings and hence need an intrusive inspection using a chartered engineer registered with Institute of Fire
Engineers, which FORM A building does not need.

Now, look Colin, I look forward in solving issues not backwards to engage in cock fights, we are where we are, I take
up on your offer of doing another inspection at your cost. Only thing is you can not decide a surveyor by yourself, it
will be decided objectively by FLAG and yourself, independent of MetroPM. I, in fact, offered it in Feb 2021. Had this
been accepted it would have saved a lot of hassle. I attach an easy, quick and safe route to getting EWS signed off
and I am sure our combustible cladding concern free WC will be on Path A or B (Exhibit 3).

Are you wiling to accept this offer for the benefit of all leaseholders saving 15k+ of their life savings from a EWS
ripped off that is totally unnecessarily.

Kind Regards

Seldi





On 11 Aug 2021, at 12:46, Colin Inglis <csinglis@outlook.com> wrote:

Firstly my sincere apologies to anyone accidentally tagged in these emails, it must deeply troubling,
worrying about your assets in WC and not knowing who or what to believe. I am also deeply worried
not just by the predicament we are in and the massive amount of my me and commitment that is
going into the efforts we are making to resolve the situa on quickly and at least cost - but also by
the endless disagreements.
 
Secondly I have no axe to grind individually with any of the authors of recent communica ons to the
board or any other recipients of this email and no legal disputes either. I am wri ng to this group as
a rela vely new director to try to find a sensible way forward. I need to say though based on recent
communica on this email should not be interpreted as meaning that I agree in way shape of form
with the many accusa ons that have been made, nor that it indicates any kind of ri  within the
board or with MetroPM.
 
Thirdly, I am always interested in help and construc ve support from any leaseholder or shareholder
towards the aim of remedia ng the EWS1 issues as quickly and cheaply as legally and safely
possible.
 
Fourthly, It is worth saying that all stakeholders are well within their rights to properly ques on and
challenge the ac ons of the board and our managing agents
 
So saying that I do not believe that repeated emails with what appear to me, on the face of it and so
far as I can currently tell, anyway, to be baseless accusa ons of incompetence, dishonesty or worse
are likely to be helpful in moving us towards a solu on. I appreciate that some of you receiving this
email may think I am gullible and being manipulated, but in order to act I need evidence, so
therefore I ask again:
 

If anyone has or knows of the existence of any evidence whatsoever that backs any of the
various claims that have been made in recent emails regarding any of the Directors past and
present or MetroPM then please provide it to me personally without delay so that it can be
inves gated.  To be clear by evidence I mean any physical wri en or electronic records,
minutes of mee ngs etc. that help to substan ate any of the actual or implied allega ons
that have been made.  Simply repea ng the allega ons as though they were fact is not
evidence.


